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Didn't See It Coming
The Book of Mormon
The new church at Thessalonica is under fierce attack. Opposing Jewish leaders
have caused a riot and driven the church-planting team out of town. But
amazingly, against all odds, the new congregation begins to grow and attract
converts from the pagan population of the city. What's more, it becomes a model
congregation among the fledging Christian movement in the Mediterranean region.
1 and 2 Thessalonians, written about 50 AD, are the earliest documents in the New
Testament. They reveal the Apostle Paul's heart and passion as he seeks to guide
this congregation towards health and balance. In 1 and 2 Thessalonians you'll learn
important truths about Christ's coming -- specifically regarding the rapture and the
Antichrist. Paul explains how to deal with overly-dependent members, God's grace
in selecting his children, the heart and character of a disciple-maker, a high view of
sexual purity, and keys to a healthy Christian congregation. This volume covers the
two letters in nine lessons. Classes and small groups will find this a helpful
curriculum guide to their study 1 and 2 Thessalonians with links to free participant
handouts, as well as thorough preparation for the leader. Thought-provoking
questions will stimulate many insightful discussions. These heavily-footnoted
lessons provide most of the research that preachers and teachers will need. At the
same time, these lessons will inspire and challenge the individual reader to grow
as a disciple.

Faith & Patience
The megachurch is an exceptional recent religious trend, certainly within Christian
spheres. Spreading from the USA, megachurches now reached reach different
global contexts. The edited volume Handbook of Megachurches offers a
comprehensive account of the subject from various academic perspectives.
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1 and 2 Thessalonians
"Come to Me" (Matthew 11:28). "Abide in Me" (John 15:4). These callings have
echoed down through the centuries and beckoned countless Christians into a
deeper inner life, a life in the presence of the Lord Himself. In this book, Titus Chu
seeks to enrich each reader's inner life with the Lord through a consideration of
four crucial items: who the Lord is, how the Lord has flowed Himself out, means by
which we may approach the Lord, and how our oneness with the Lord is
manifested. Therefore, this book contains not only spiritual inspirations but also
revelations and some means of practice.To fellowship with the Lord is not a
mysterious or strange meditation. There are some ways we can practice. Every
Christian has the Bible in hand and the Spirit dwelling within, but the inner life also
requires the revelation of the Word and ways of practice. With both inner
revelation and outward practice, we may come to the Lord and abide under the
shadow of the Almighty, be saturated with the teaching of the anointing, realize
the secret of the Lord, and manifest oneness with Him. This book shows this
precious foundation of a Christian's lifelong journey and the highest privilege we
have as believers. Yes, come to the presence of the Lord!

My Utmost for His Highest Classic Edition
An invaluable tool for soul winning and personal ministry. Compiled by the
Christian Guidance Dept. at the Billy Graham Association to help you help others
from a biblical perspective. Topically arranged for quick reference.

Handbook of Megachurches
What child does not love to receive mail? What if your child could receive, open,
and read his or her own personal mail from God? Love Letters from God invites
them to do just that! With 18 of the most popular Bible stories, each story is
accompanied by a special and encouraging letter tucked away in its own lift-theflap envelope. Love Letters from God is the first book in the series written by
Glenys Nellist. Unique features include: 18 letters from God, enclosed in a page
pull out envelope, and personalization space to write your child’s name on each
letter Gorgeous, bright illustrations by Sophie Allsopp 9 stories from the Old
Testament and 9 stories from the New Testament This picture book is perfect for
ages 4–8 and is great for birthdays, Easter baskets, Valentine’s Day, holiday gift
giving, or as an addition to your child’s home library. Check out other titles from
this series, Love Letters from God: Bible Stories for a Girl’s Heart, Easter Love
Letters from God: Bible Stories, and Christmas Love Letters from God: Bible
Stories.

Journey Into Ministry and Mission
The authors demonstrate the process of translating coherent thinking into
coherent grammar, with attention to all parts of speech, verb tenses and moods.
Examples of proper sentence construction deal with simple, compound, and
complex sentences, and demonstrate agreement in number, correct sequence of
tenses, and more. Other topics covered include punctuation, vocabulary building,
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and writing style. Exercises with answers appear throughout the text. Barron’s
continues its ongoing project of updating, improving, and giving handsome new
designs to its popular list of Easy Way titles, now re-named Barron’s E-Z Series.
The new cover designs reflect the books’ brand-new page layouts, which feature
extensive two-color treatment, a fresh, modern typeface, and more graphic
material than ever. Charts, graphs, diagrams, instructive line illustrations, and
where appropriate, amusing cartoons help to make learning E-Z. Barron’s E-Z
books are self-teaching manuals focused to improve students’ grades across a
wide array of academic and practical subjects. For most subjects, the skill level
ranges between senior high school and college-101 standards. In addition to their
self-teaching value, these books are also widely used as textbooks or textbook
supplements in classroom settings. E-Z books review their subjects in detail, using
both short quizzes and longer tests to help students gauge their learning progress.
All exercises and tests come with answers. Subject heads and key phrases are set
in a second color as an easy reference aid.

Success Systems
Our Sunday School Manual is a weekly Bible Expository and doctrinal teachings
designed to enhance your spiritual growth.

Elementary Homiletics; Or, Rules and Principles in the
Preparation and Preaching of Sermons
Doctrinal New Testament Commentary: Acts-Philippians, by B.
R. McConkie
With prayerful reverence and focused wisdom, Dr. Graham puts an understandable
face on this mysterious third Person of the Trinity: The Holy Spirit is "not an
impersonal force, like gravity or magnetism. He is a Person, with all the attributes
of personality. But not only is He a Person, He is divine as well. Exciting,
revolutionary power is available exclusively to you as a Christian . . . It is the
supernatural power: To transform human nature To be the salt of the earth, and
the light of the world To bring about a dramatic but peaceful revolution in those
around you To face any crisis You cannot buy this extraordinary power, nor can
you find it by searching the earth for it. As a Christian it resides in you already, an
awesome gift from God that you have only to claim and use once you know and
accept its Source. Christians are powerful people, Billy Graham reminds us in this
inspiring and insightful book, because "we have the mighty power of God available
to us through . . . the Holy Spirit," He comes to us with no conditions attached.
Jesus simply said, "If I go, I will send Him to you." Read this amazing book and see
anew how this Person can transform your life and give you the power "to be truly
good" and "to live victoriously."

Ushering 101
When you are faced with unrepentant and terribly wicked enemies, you need more
than ordinary prayers to triumph. Strange enemies require strange prayers to put
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them in check and subdue them. In this highly anointed, eye-opening and
instructive book, Dr D. K. Olukoya, the globally acclaimed doyen of spiritual
warfare and exploits through prayer, reveals who strange enemies are, teaches an
eclectic range of 'dangerous prayers' and proffers, chiefly, the Aggressive Prayers
of the Psalmist as potent weapons to counter their operations and overcome them,
especially in these perilous times. The best weapon against an enemy is another
enemy- strange prayers! As you apply the winning principles in this book and pray
the Holy Ghost-vomited prayer points, your strange enemies will give up and your
challenges will tum to great testimonies.

E-Z English
In An Enemy Called Average", John Mason presents principles to help you get from
where you are to where your dreams are; ultimately breaking the chains of
mediocrity. You'll find 29 short chapters that will set you on track to dream big and
achieve your goals! Learn to deal with negative feedback, be open to change, set
deadlines, hang on to your dreams like a bull dog and so much more!

Sunday School Manual 2019
An influential pastor, podcaster, and thought leader believes it's not only possible
to predict life's hardest moments, but also to alter outcomes, overcome
challenges, and defeat your fiercest adversaries. Founding Pastor of one of North
America's most influential churches, Carey Nieuwhof wants to help you avoid and
overcome life's seven hardest and most crippling challenges: cynicism,
compromise, disconnectedness, irrelevance, pride, burnout, and emptiness. These
are challenges that few of us expect but that we all experience at some point. If
you have yet to confront these obstacles, Carey provides clear tools and guidelines
for anticipation and avoidance. On the other hand, if you already feel stuck in a
painful experience or are wrestling with one of these challenges, he provides the
steps you need to find a way out and a way forward into a more powerful and
vibrant future.

Enemy Called Average
Daily Manna
Pipefitting Level 3
Oh Lord, how long? If you've ever asked that question, this book is for you! It will
help you learn how to waitwithout wavering. To persevere in faith (even when
you're under pressure) until your victory comes. Discover the conquering
combination that can put you over the top every time. Discover Faith and Patience
- the Power Twins!

Come To The Presence Of The Lord
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Drawing from five decades of Scripture-based teaching and study in the original
Greek and Hebrew, the author clearly explains the foundation for Christian faith,
salvation, baptism, the Holy Spirit, the believers resurrection, and eternal
judgement.

Making Marriage Work
Love Letters from God
Color a book about the Gospel from Genesis! A proven resource that makes
learning the Bible fun! Based on the classic book series by Ken & Mally Ham!

Ministerial Ethics and Etiquette
Graduation Bulletin, Regular Size (Package Of 50)

Success in Marriage
Daily devotional for a life-changing encounter with the God that answers by fire. Its
enriching and edifying.

The Holy Spirit
Specific instructions for healthful eating, regular activity, and changing your
lifestyle for effective, long-term weight management.

The Bedrock of Christianity
Daily Manna is a compendium of daily devotional readings designed to draw the
sincere seeker closer to God on a daily basis, through an insightful exposition and
compelling analysis of the scriptures.

Member's Manual
Sincere Milk provides first steps guidance to any one interested in following Christ
and for all new believers in Jesus Christ. We are told in 1st Peter 2:2, "as newborn
babes, desire the 'Sincere Milk' of the word, that ye may grow thereby." Just as a
newborn baby needs milk as its first nourishment, so do you as a new believer in
Jesus Christ. Created for all, especially those who: have an interest in following
Christ, are thinking about doing it but want to count the cost, just started following
Christ and need guidance on what to do next, followed Christ a while back and now
feel stuck, or if you just want to help someone in any of these positions. If you are
desirous of sharing and teaching God's "Sincere Milk" then this is a book for you.
It's a book for all!

The Seventh-day Adventist Hymnal.
Social justice and mission are hot topics today: there's a wonderful resurgence of
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motivated Christians passionate about spreading the gospel and caring for the
needs of others. But in our zeal to get sharing and serving, many are unclear on
gospel and mission. Yes, we are called to spend ourselves for the sake of others,
but what is the church’s unique priority as it engages the world? DeYoung and
Gilbert write to help Christians “articulate and live out their views on the mission of
the church in ways that are theologically faithful, exegetically careful, and
personally sustainable.” Looking at the Bible’s teaching on evangelism, social
justice, and shalom, they explore the what, why, and how of the church’s mission.
From defining “mission”, to examining key passages on social justice and their
application, to setting our efforts in the context of God’s rule, DeYoung and Gilbert
bring a wise, studied perspective to the missional conversation. Readers in all
spheres of ministry will grow in their understanding of the mission of the church
and gain a renewed sense of urgency for Jesus’ call to preach the Word and make
disciples.

The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the
Sacraments, Together with the Psalter
The Spirit-Filled Believer's Handbook
The Billy Graham Christian Worker's Handbook
Dr. Buddy Bell, founder of Ministry of Helps International, combines humor with
informative teaching and practical tips to help ushers realize the importance of
serving people with excellence in the local church.

Simple Church
God's original intent for marriage is enviable and imitable success. It was designed
to work, not to hit the rocks, leaving "its victims" devastated and inconsolably
heartbroken. But isn't that the story in our world today?In this book, Pst (Mrs.) Faith
Oyedepo renews her effort to see homes all around the world witness
unprecedented change and harmony. Unveiling tested secrets to making a
marriage work, she passionately teaches that purposeful hard work is the only way
to enjoy "happily ever after."

Strange Enemies Strange Prayers
One of the most influential evangelical voices in America chronicles what it has
meant for him to spend the past half century as a "restless evangelical"--a way of
maintaining his identity in an age when many claim the label "evangelical" has
become so politicized that it is no longer viable. Richard Mouw candidly reflects on
wrestling with traditional evangelical beliefs over the years and shows that
although his mind has changed in some ways, his core beliefs have not. He
contends that we should hold on to the legacy that has enriched evangelicalism in
the past. The Christian life in its healthiest form, says Mouw, is always a matter of
holding on to essentials while constantly moving on along paths that we can walk
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in faithfulness only by seeking the continuing guidance of the light of God's Word.
As Mouw affirms the essentials of the evangelical faith, he helps a new generation
see the wisdom embodied in them.

The Lord Your God Is with You Wherever You Go
Arresting the Arrester
A classic guide to ethics since 1928. Nolan Harmon studied the ethical codes of
conduct of five major denominations and secured the opinions of eighty-six leading
pastors. Harmon uses this wisdom to show ministers how to conduct themselves
ethically in virtually every phase of ministry, including special occasion rituals.

Restless Faith
Arresting the Arrester Knowing that he has a short time left, the enemy is on the
rampage to militate, checkmate and possibly arrest every child of Cod. His
arresting agenda is manifested in stunted spiritual growth, destiny derailment,
stolen virtues, caged glories, poverty, physical debility and even death. As a
believer and an end-time warrior, you need a strategy to arrest the arrester of your
destiny. You also need a full knowledge of the identity and tricks of your potential
arrester. These needs are met with insightful perspicacity and depth in this new
book by one of God's generals that the Lord has gifted this generation. The
blueprint for spiritual victory as revealed in the book will show you the ingredients
of Christ's winning strategy. You are therefore enjoined to study and appropriate
this strategy; as you put on the battle-gear of a prayer warrior, turn the tide
against the arrester and begin to claim your divine glory and destined rights in
Christ Jesus.

A Is for Adam Coloring Book
Gospel Workers
Can we all agree on some things about Jesus, regardless of our belief--or unbelief?
Perhaps surprisingly, there is a lot upon which all scholars can agree. When
surveying historical scholarship, there are certain truths about Jesus that
Christians, agnostics, and skeptics must affirm. In The Bedrock of Christianity,
Justin Bass shows how--regardless of one's feelings about Christianity--there lies a
bedrock of truths about Jesus's life and ministry that are held by virtually all
scholars of religion. Through an examination of each of these key facts, readers
will encounter the unalterable truths upon which everyone can agree. Useful for
both Christians and non-Christians alike, this study demonstrates what we can
really know about the historical truth of Jesus' death and resurrection.

The Winning Wisdom
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What Is the Mission of the Church?
Geoff Waugh's autobiographical memoir tells of his discovery on renewal and
revival in his ministry and mission. He met his wife Meg in Papua New Guinea and
their children and grandchildren grew up in Australia. Geoff taught in colleges in
Australia and led mission teams in many countries.

The Mighty Man Manual
Where can readers turn to deepen their love and understanding of God? In the wellloved devotional My Utmost for His Highest, author Oswald Chambers offers
inspiring thoughts that have encouraged millions of readers for many years. This
classic language edition provides thought-provoking meditations to cultivate a
closer walk with God. Readers can gain a fresh perspective on how to grow in faith
as they discover more about God and their relationship with Him.

Sincere Milk
This exceptionally produced trainee guide features a highly illustrated design,
technical hints and tips from industry experts, review questions and a whole lot
more! Key content includes: Rigging Equipment, Rigging Practices, Standards and
Specifications, Advanced Trade Math, Motorized Equipment Two, Introduction to
Aboveground Pipe Installation, Field Routing and Vessel Trim, Pipe Hangers and
Supports and Testing Piping Systems and Equipment. Instructor Supplements
Downloadable instructor resources that include module tests, PowerPoints®, and
performance profi le sheets are available at www.nccer.org/irc.

Mountain Top Life Devotional
Now in paperback, muti-awarded national hit Simple Church shares a clear
message from case studies of 400 North American congregations: Church is done
best when it's kept simple.
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